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Objective 

Manage Petrol Pump Inventory Transactions in Tally; this is the approach which created this solution. 
Tally.ERP9 being the preferred accounting solution for most of the petrol pumps is familiar software for both 
management & accounting dept. Now without other Software’s just for inventory, one can have a clever 
stock management in Tally only.  

This solution is specifically designed for the Petrol Pumps who have credit sales. It covers all day-to-day 
activities of the Petrol Pumps industry. It is very simple to use and it fulfils all your business needs like daily 
meter reading, credit sale entry with the details of vehicle, challan no. & auto generated nozzle wise daily 
cash sale with credit sale and testing.  

Key Features 

Masters 

 Manage Parties and their vehicles comprehensively. 

 Manage stock with power of Tally.ERP9. 

 Manage tanks and nozzles in a mannered way. 
 Capable to handle working in shifts very effectively. 
 Systematic management of indents.  

Transactions 

 Manage cash sale, credit sale, petro card sale, debit/credit card sale. 
 Capable to manage other sales (if any). i.e. Engine oil sale, lubricants sale etc. 
 Credit sale for parties through challan sale / delivery note. 
 Manage daily meter reading for each tank / nozzle. 
 Nozzle wise auto cash sale entry at day end. 
 Automatic periodic settlement of delivery challan of parties. 
 Cash Memo Entries and Printing. 

 Cash Memo Transactions in Reports 

 DIP Entry. 

 VAT/GST calculation at the time of credit challan entry 

Reports 

 Nozzle wise meter reading report 
 Vehicle wise challan report 
 Pending Credit & Final sales report 
 Daily meter reading report, discrepancy report. 
 Daily summary report 
 Salesman wise sales report 
 DSO report 
 Stock sales report 
 Shift wise stock Sales report 
 DIP Report 
 Nozzle Monthly Summary 
 Non-Returning Parties & Vehicle Report 
 Black Listed Parties & Vehicle Report 
 Totalizer Report 



System Requirement 

Operating System : Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10/Server 3/Server2010/Server 2012 

Tally Version  : ERP9 Release 4.93 and above 

RAM   : 1 GB or more. 

 

Getting Started 

Attaching TCP 

On Gateway of Tally or Main Menu press F12 -> Product & Features -> F4, then give the full path of TCP 

file and press CTRL + A. 

 

Activating the Petro Tally 

Now select company & navigate to Gateway of Tally -> F11 ->F11 

Set ‘Yes’ to ‘Activate Petro Tally’ option 

 

After enable this, additional options will be display as 



 

- Set Default Gateway    : To select default gateway screen. 
- Enable user wise access on GOT   : To provide user wise access on gateway of tally. 
- Maintain Multi Shifts    : To manage multiple shifts. 
- Capture Salesman Wise Sales   : To manage salesman wise sales transactions. 
- Allow Temp. Memo (Cash Sales) Entry  : To manage cash memo slip print. 
- Maintain Multiple Tank/Nozzles   : To maintain multiple tanks/nozzles of same product. 
- Capture only Tanks in Entry   : To maintain only tanks without nozzles. 
- Enable without Tanks / Nozzles entry  : To maintain without tanks & nozzles. 
- Maintain DIP Records    : To manage DIP entry. 
- Capture Handling Loss    : To maintain loss where DIP entry not exists. 
- Enable Nozzle Calibration   : To manage calibration of nozzle. 
- Set Days for Calibration Reminder  : To get reminder before set no. of days from calibration date. 
- Enable Credit Sales Entry   : To maintain credit sale in concept of delivery note. 
- Capture Quantity for Card Sales   : To Petro Card/Debit/Credit Card Sales as per quantity. 
- Credit Sales Maintained Through  : To select between Sales or Challan. 
- Credit sales entry using vehicle first  : To select vehicle no. first at the time of credit sale entry. 
- Enable other charges in statement  : To maintain other charges in Periodic Bill such as AMC, Disc. 
- Use voucher type for other charges  : To select Voucher type. 
- Enable Credit Sales Entry without Tank/Nozzle : To maintain credit sales without Tank/Nozzles. 
- Use Indent No.     : To maintain indents for credit sales transaction. 
- Enable Indent Book Management  : To configure indent books available. 
- Maintain Vehicle wise Sales   : To maintain vehicles for fleet owners. 
- Maintain Common vehicle for multiple parties : To maintain single vehicle for more than one parties. 
- Set Vehicle No. Caption    : To set vehicle no. caption as per user’s need. 
- Set / Alter Vehicle Master Details  : To set vehicle master details. 



 

 

1. Working with Masters: 
 

1.1. Party Groups, Party Ledgers 

These are account masters as according to Tally.ERP9 provides. 

1.2. Voucher Types 

In petrol pump scenario, some of the voucher types must be created as follow: 

# Particular Under 
(Parent) 

Set ‘Yes’ to option Enable 
Multi 
Shift 

Include 
in 

Stock 
Report 

Use for 
Evaporatio

n Entry 

Remarks 

1. Credit Sale Sales/Deliver
y Note 

Use for Credit Sale Yes Yes - Depends on 
Challan or Sales 

Structure 

2. Nozzle/Meter 
Reading 

Stock Journal Use as a Meter 
Reading 

Yes No - Set Yes In 
include in bill 

statement 

3. Cash Memo Sales (POS) Use for Cash 
Memo 

  No No No It will create as 
optional by 

default 

  



4. Final Sales Sales (POS) Use for Fuel Cash/ 
Direct Sale 

Yes Yes - Set ‘Use as POS 
Invoice’ to ‘Yes’ 

5. Periodic Bills Memorandu
m/Sales 

Use for Periodic 
bills 

No No - Depends on 
Challan or Sales 

Structure 
6. Non Fuel 

Sales 
Sales Use for Non Fuel 

Sale 
Yes Yes - 

- 

 
Note: User can set voucher type name as per his / her ease but rest options must be configured as 
above mentioned for accurate reports. 

 

1.3. Shifts 

In petrol pump scenario, working is in multi shifts i.e. morning shift, evening shift or night shift. 
Number of shifts can be single / 2 / 3 etc. To create multiple shifts navigate to Petro Tally Gateway > 
Master > Shifts as below: 

 

Note: 

- Set ‘Crossing Date’ to ‘Yes’ if corresponding shift is crossing the day. i.e. shift time is across 
the night as 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. 

- User can enable this value corresponding to only single shift. 

- In case, Administrator needs to set shift to first shift in between the working due to any 

reason, press Alt + 1 to set required shift as current shift. 

  



1.4. Fleet Owners 

Fleet owners are the parties who purchase on credit, and pay for the same periodically. i.e. every 
week, every fortnight or randomly.  

First of all, we have to create a group under Sundry Debtors/Sundry Creditors treat as a fleet owner 
as a below screen: 

 

After creation of Fleet owner group, user needs to create party ledger under Fleet owner group. 

To assign, a fleet owner navigate to Petro Tally -> Masters -> Fleet Owners -> Assign  

After click on Assign, a window will appear, where user select fleet owner from list for assign Fleet 
owner as below screen: 

 

Select the name of fleet owner and press Ctrl + A to accept the form. 

 

1.5. Vehicle 

Vehicle Numbers are the vehicles, which are run for fleet owner and purchase fuel on credit. To 
create vehicle number navigate to Petro Tally-> Masters -> Vehicle-> Create as below: 



                                            

Select Party for which the vehicle is running, give Name of vehicle, set ‘this vehicle for Multiple 
Owners’ to ‘Yes’ if the vehicle is running for more than one fleet owner and select fleet owners and 
Ctrl + A to accept the form else keep it as no and press Ctrl + A to accept the form as below. 

 

 

1.6. Salesman 
 

Manage Salesman master to create sales person, it can be use as employee. To create salesman 
navigate to Petro Tally -> Masters -> Salesman as below: 
 

 
 
 
Create salesman with his/her details and you can also manage them as your employee.  

  



 

1.7. Assign Indent 

Indents books will be assigned to fleet owners Masters -> Assign Indent  

 

 

 
Indent book will be configured from- 
 
F11 -> Petro Tally Features -> Enable Indent Book Management -> Set Indent Books as per 
requirement. 
 

 
 
 
 

   

 



 
1.8. Stock groups, Stock Categories, Stock Items, Measurement of Units  

These are inventory masters as per Tally.ERP9. Navigate to Masters -> Inventory Info. to create any 
of these. 

Note: While creating / altering stock item set ‘Used in Stock Report’ to ‘Yes’ if the item is to be shown 
in stock report. 

 

1.9. Tanks / Nozzles 

Tank is storage area where user keeps stock item i.e. diesel or petrol and nozzle is attached with 
tank, through which petrol or diesel is filled into vehicles. 

To create / alter tank / nozzle navigate to Petro Tally -> Masters ->Inventory Info. ->Tanks / Nozzles 
as below: 

                        

Since, user can keep single stock item to a tank and can supply a single item from a nozzle, so he / 
she has to select item corresponding to tank from table. 

Give name for tank, Manage capacity and store item from list of stock items and press Ctrl + A to 
accept the form after that user can create nozzles under created tanks as below. 

 



2. Working with Transactions 

As according to working on petrol pump 

- Credit sale and other sale entries can be passed throughout the day / shift (before cash sale entry). 
- At the day end / shift end, nozzle entry is passed. 

- In nozzle reading entry, reading of a nozzle can’t be passed again / more than once. 
- On acceptance of nozzle reading entry, evaporated entry is passed automatically. 

- At last, cash sale entry is passed. Where user can enter petro card & debit/credit card sales. 

Note: 

- No entry can be passed after cash sale entry is passed for current day / shift. 
- Shift is automatically selected. 

 

2.1. Credit Sales Entry 
 
To create Credit Sales voucher entry; navigate to Petro Tally -> Transactions ->Credit Sales and fill 
details as below: 

- Set the date 
- shift is set automatically 
- Set indent no. 
- Select party or it will pick automatically as per assign Indent book (if Credit Sales as per 

vehicle no. first not enabled in F11->Petro Tally) 
- Select Vehicle No. from list of vehicles 
- Enter driver name manually 
- Mark as cleared if periodic statement generated (it will set “Yes’ if periodic bill generated by 

tracking the same).  
- User can manually set “mark as clear” to “No” if periodic bill deleted due to any reason. 
- Select item from list of items with qty, rate and press Ctrl + A to save the entry / voucher. 

 

  



 

2.2. Nozzle/Meter Reading Entry 

Nozzle reading entry is used to transfer stock from tank to nozzle. To create a nozzle/meter reading 
entry navigates to Petro Tally -> Transactions -> Nozzle/Meter Reading and fill details as below: 

 

 

- “Auto fill nozzle” provides facility to auto fill details of entire opening meter readings. 
- Testing quantity is the quantity of item that has taken for testing from tank, so we can give the 

testing amount from any nozzle attached to that tank. 

Without Nozzle Selection (Item base) Meter reading  

 

  



 

2.3. Cash Memo 
A new voucher will be created under memorandum voucher type to provide cash slips, it will be 
created optional by default hence no accounting/inventory will be effected by cash memo. 

 

 
 

User can ignore vehicle no. and can enter party name directly without creating any party ledger/fleet owner 

that will keep for future recordings. 

After acceptance of this screen a pop up will open to choose operation as given below- 

 



 

Fig: Cash Memo Print 

2.4. Day/Shift End Sales 

Daily cash sale voucher is used to create sale entry for cash / direct sale. To create daily cash voucher 
entry; navigate to Petro Tally -> Transactions -> Day/Shift End Sales and fill details as below: 

 

 
 

Without Nozzle Selection (Item base) Final Sales Entry  

 
If user wants auto cash sale entries, it reduced efforts of multi nozzle selection. He / she can set ‘Set 

Auto Nozzle’ to ‘Yes’. 

On accept the entry / voucher a cash sale voucher entry is passed and shift is changed to next shift 

automatically. 

 



Credit / Debit Card Sale or petro card sale 

Credit / Debit card sale and petro card sale is a cash sale in which payment is done through debit / credit 
card of bank or petro card. These sales are maintained through POS invoice. User can enter quantity as 
well as amount on respective fields. 
Cash sale entry can be passed once a day / shift. 

 

Note: In case of shift is across date, cash sale entries of both shifts are done together. i.e. shift nozzle 

reading entry or any other entries are to be done before the cash sale entry 

 

2.5. DIP Entry 

Entry to manage DIP records will be entered, for that a new screen is provided as given below- 

 

Here,  

Calculation of evaporated quantity will be- 

Evaporation = (Opening Stock – Sales by Meter + Testing) – Physical Stock 

A button is provided to hide/unhide scale at the time of entry. 

After acceptance of this screen a physical stock voucher will pass automatically with physical stock quantity 

to effect inventory. 

 

2.6. Periodic Bills 

It can be done via two different scenario depends on credit sales structure- 

 Sales Transaction – When Credit Sales manage using Challan. 

 Memorandum Transaction - When Credit Sales manage using Sales Voucher. 

Periodic Bills entry tracked with passed credit sales / challan voucher entries for the party. To create 

Periodic Bills entry navigates to Petro Tally -> Transactions-> Periodic Bills 

Now, on selecting party, a supplementary details sub form is opened where give statement from 

date and to date and select vehicle no from list.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press Ctrl + A to accept supplementary form and details of challan sale is auto filled as below:  

 

Note: - To auto pick Rate% in other charges user can set it in Party ledger under ‘Set/Alter other charges 

Details’. Here user can set Applicable from date, ledger & Rate % as desired as shown below:  

 



 
2.7. Non-Fuel Sale 

User can manage other product’s sale entry (such as lubricant sale) by using other sale voucher. 

 

3. Working with Reports 

Petro Tally provides following reports related to petrol pump business domain. 

Accounting Reports- 
 Pending Statement 

 Pending Final Sales 

 Periodic Bill Statement 

 Ledger Statement 

 Vehicle wise Statement 

 Party wise Sales 

 
Inventory Reports- 

 Item wise Nozzle Report 
 Nozzle wise Item Report 

 Item wise Sales Report 

 Shift wise Item Sales  

 Tank wise DIP Report 

 Item wise DIP Report 

 Totalizer Summary 

 

Note: Nozzle reports will be inactive when using without nozzle structure. 

 
MIS Reports- 

 Daily Summary Report 
 Discrepancy Report 
 Non-Returning Party Vehicle 
 PUC Expiry 

 
Other Reports- 
 DSO Report 
 Handling Loss 
 Black Listed Vehicle/Owners 
 Vehicle Details 
 Salesman Vouchers 

 
Indent Reports 
 Book Register 
 Party wise 
 Consumption 

 

  



3.1. Pending Statement 

List of credit sales transactions pending for periodic statements/bills.  

Navigate to Petro Tally ->Petro Reports -> Accounting Reports -> Pending Statement  

  

 
 

3.2. Pending Final Sales Report 

Pending final sales report is used to check / view pending final sale of parties.  

To view pending final sales report, navigate to Petro Reports -> Accounting Reports -> Pending Final 

Sales Report is displayed as below- 

 

3.3. Periodic Bill Statement 

Periodic Bill statement report is used to check / view periodic bills summary of selected party.  

To view ledger statement report, navigate to Petro Reports -> Accounting Reports -> Periodic Bill 

Statement select the party, and then report is displayed as below- 

 



 

 For print bill statement press F6: Print statement key on report, and then print displayed as below- 

 

3.4. Ledger Statement 

Ledger statement report is used to check / view statement / ledger summary of selected party.  

To view ledger statement report, navigate to Petro Reports -> Accounting Reports -> Ledger 

Statement select the party, and then report is displayed as below- 



 

Note:  

 A button is provided to get cash memo vouchers of selected party along with credit sale transactions. 

 Facility is available to get selected voucher’s total only. 
 

 
3.5. Vehicle wise Statement 

Vehicle wise report is used to check / view sales summary of selected vehicle.  

To view vehicle wise report, navigate to Petro Reports -> Accounting Reports -> Vehicle wise Report 

Select the vehicle, then report is displayed as below 

 

Note: A button is provided to get cash memo vouchers of selected party along with credit sale 
transactions. 

 

3.6. Party wise Sales  

To get Party wise item sales report Navigate to Petro Tally ->Petro Reports -> Accounting Reports -> 

Party wise Sales 



 

 

  



 

3.7. Item wise Nozzle Report 

Daily reading report is used to check / view nozzle wise readings with quantity sold.  

To view daily reading report, navigate to Petro Tally ->Petro Reports -> Inventory Reports -> Item 

wise Nozzle Report. Now select Shift and Item Name then report is displayed as below 

 

To show / hide date column press Ctrl + 1. 

3.8. Nozzle wise Item Report 

Nozzle report is used to check / view readings of selected nozzles with quantity sold.  

To view nozzle report, navigate to Petro Tally -> Petro Reports -> Inventory Reports -> Nozzle wise 

Item Report 

Now select Shift and Nozzle then report is displayed as below: 

 

To show / hide date column press Ctrl + 1. 

 

3.9. Item wise Sales Report 

Stock report is used to check / view sold quantity of items. It is a columnar report in which sale type 

is row labels and items are column labels. 

Navigate to Petro Tally ->Petro Reports -> Inventory Reports -> Item wise Sales Report displayed as 

below: 

 

 *Note: In shift wise item sales report you can see this report shift wise. 



 

3.10. Shift wise Item Sales Report 

Stock report is used to check / view sold quantity of items. It is a columnar report in which sale type 

is row labels and items are column labels. 

 

Navigate to Petro Tally -> Petro Reports -> Inventory Reports -> Shift wise Sales Report displayed as 

below: 

 

3.11. Tank wise DIP Report 

Tank wise DIP report with variation as per format given below- 

Navigate to : Petro Reports -> Inventory Reports -> Tank wise DIP Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

3.12. Item wise DIP Report 

To get stock item wise DIP report navigate to: Petro Reports -> Inventory Reports -> item wise DIP 

Report 

It will display as per format given below- 

 

 

 

 



 

3.13. Totalizer Summary 

Totalizer report is provided with last meter reading of each nozzle connected. 

Navigate to: Petro Reports -> Inventory Reports -> Totalizer Summary 

 

Here, 
Date wise last reading of nozzles can check by using this report. 
When user detailed this report by using Alt+F1 (All related shift wise details will display along with 

total on that day). 

 

 

3.14. Daily Summary Report 

Daily summary report is used to check / view sales summary of selected vehicle.  

To print daily summary report, navigate to Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Daily Summary Report 

select shift or select all shifts and dates (from & to) then it asks to print the report as below: 

 



 

Select yes and print preview is as below: 

 

*Note: You can Print, Export, E-mail or Upload Daily Summary Report. 

  



3.15. Discrepancy Report 
 

Discrepancy report is used to get list of discrepant vouchers which are not as per concerned process.  
 
Navigate to Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Discrepancy Report 
 

 
 
 

3.16. Non-Returning Party Vehicle 

A report to display ageing analysis of fleet owners /vehicles or can say report of party vehicles not 
visited for a long time. 

Navigate to: Petro reports -> MIS Reports -> Non-Returning Party Vehicle 

 

User can summarize it- a button is provided (Alt+1) to summarize non-returning report (party wise). 

 

  



3.17. PUC Expiry 

Report to get details of PUC Expiry during mentioned period. 

Navigate to Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> PUC Expiry 

 

 
 

 

3.18. DSO Report 

DSO report used to get total quantity in-out details that will be submit to District Sales Officer. 

To view DSO report, navigate to Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Other Reports -> DSO Report is 

displayed as below- 

 

3.19. Black Listed Vehicle/Owners 

A report is provided to get black listed parties along with date and reason entered by user on fleet 
master creation/alteration screen. 

Navigate to: Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Other Reports -> Black Listed Vehicle/Owners 

 



 

User can get this report along with vehicle numbers by pressing Ctrl+1 or click on button “Vehicle”. 

 

3.20. Vehicle Details 

Report of vehicles with all details mentioned in stock item master, navigate to Petro Reports -> MIS 

Reports -> Other Reports -> Vehicle Details 

 

 

 

3.21. Salesman vouchers 

To get salesman wise voucher entries, navigate to: Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Other Reports -> 

Salesman Vouchers. 

Salesman voucher report will be display as given below- 

 

Note: This report will open with all included sales vouchers by default and two buttons is provided to filter 
as per credit sales and cash sales transactions respectively. 

  



Indent Reports 

3.22. Book Register 

Navigate to: Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Indent Reports -> Book Register. 

 

3.23. Party wise 

Navigate to: Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Indent Reports -> Party wise. 

 

 

 
 

3.24. Consumption 

Navigate to: Petro Reports -> MIS Reports -> Indent Reports -> Consumption. 

  



FAQ 
Q.1. Does ‘hand loss’ makes any effect on accounting? 

Ans. Hand Loss in item base sales neither generate any separate transaction nor make any independent 
effect on reports, it reduce stock’s physical quantity while transacting. 

 

Q.2. Can I change party ledger name after assign fleet owner?  

Ans. Change in ledger name will not automatically change fleet owner name, it needs to change 
manually. 

 

Q.3. Do I change credit sales pattern from delivery challan to sales in mid of the year or after split data? 

Ans. Need to clear all pending credit sales transactions if wish to split data or wish to change credit sales 
pattern from delivery note/challan to sales or vice-versa. 

 


